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Abstract—The benefits of economies of scale made datacenters an attractive and scalable IT solution, and the recent
advancements in virtualization technologies further enabling the
possibility of easy outsourcing made them even more ubiquitous.
However their in-production performance is still to a large extend
unknown. This paper aims to fill this gap with an extensive survey
performed over several thousands datacenter servers and a long
time span covering two full years. We statistically characterize
the usage of mature in-production datacenters by analyzing the
typical datacenter server workloads, highlighting (in)dependency
in the usage of the four basic resource components: CPU,
memory, disk, and file system, with special focus on the run
time activities of first two. The outcome are baseline workloads
which can be used to calibrate, manage and plan the resource
management of future datacenters.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data centers are the standard IT solution to a host of
businesses due to their great potential in reducing operation
costs and management overheads. Data centers have the clear
advantage of economies of scale from the perspective of
abundant deployment of resources. Today’s data centers are
further powered by virtualization technologies [13], [14], [20],
[21] which enable multiple resources being multiplexed/shared
among a large number of users with diverse time-varying
access patterns [1], [8]. Effectively managing a large amount
of resources under highly dynamic workloads is no mean feat.
Data center management can be divided into two categories: (i) resource management, that focuses on dynamically controlling workloads given a resource pool, and (ii)
capacity planning, that focuses on resource provisioning.
In recent years, a large number of studies [6], [10], [14]
aim at leveraging virtualization technologies to improve data
center efficiency by consolidating workloads. The evaluation
of existing consolidation strategies relies heavily on using
”representative” workloads, which can be further adopted in
simulation, prototypes, and even modeling studies of data
centers. Capacity planning on the other hand often relies on
time series methodologies [9]–[11] for workload forecasting in
order to dimension resource capacity. Evolution of workload
resource demands is very crucial for short, medium, and long
term capacity planning.
There have been large scale studies in the literature that
focus on specific workloads or specific resources [1], [2],

[16], [18], [19] providing significant insights, e.g., the discovery of self-similarity in web traffic, and disk and DRAM
failure patterns. In addition, most detailed workload analysis
encompassing major server resources [12], [15], e.g., CPU,
memory, and disk, are based on executing various benchmark
suites on different architectures. To the best of our knowledge
little is known about ”real” workloads placing demands on
data centers and how their combined demands on different
resources evolve across time.
Motivated by the gap between the needs of data center
management and the lack of related studies, we performed
different detailed performance surveys [3]–[5]. Those studies are based on the utilization values of CPU, memory,
disk and file system in different time scales, i.e., hourly,
daily, weekly, and monthly, across several thousands servers
hosted in different data centers, located all over the world,
covering the time span from June 2009 to May 2011. In
more detail, [4] focuses on the study of the seasonality of
resource demands by different geographic locations providing
an economics model which can be used for effective capacity
planning. The temporal analysis approach has been also taken
in [3], however, emphasizing more into the impact of different
timescales and different enterprises. In contrast, in [5] the
main focus is the different usage patterns between physical
servers and virtual machines with a particular attention on
virtual machine consolidation and migration. In this paper
we extend the above taking on the statistical characterization
of the consolidated server workloads in terms of resource
demands, rather then their temporal evolution. In particular,
we focus on provide statistics that quantify (in)dependency of
demands across different resources and derive implications on
the potential server consolidation strategies.
Due to the nature of trace data that are available to us,
our study suffers from some unfortunate limitations. First,
because of the large scale and complexity of data, there is
no availability of performance metrics in fine time granularities. The smallest resolution we present here is per minute
performance but this information is available only for a short
observation periods. For most of the analysis presented in this
study, we focus on a coarser time granularities, i.e., day, week
and month, which are obtained by aggregating performance
metrics collected every 15 minutes. A second limitation is

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION BY DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
All
All
Enterprises
Enterprise
Enterprise
Enterprise
Enterprise
Enterprise

1
2
3
4
5

mean
17.76

CPU [%]
std
CoV
18.16
1.02

Memory [%]
mean
std
CoV
77.93
23.18
0.30

mean
75.28

Disk [%]
std
CoV
24.34
0.32

File system [%]
mean
std
CoV
45.17
19.27
0.43

mean
42.00
12.52
22.45
22.34
50.08

CPU [%]
std
28.90
17.76
21.94
19.36
28.08

Memory [%]
mean
std
CoV
77.12
24.01
0.31
67.44
29.04
0.43
70.90
25.95
0.37
78.20
17.09
0.22
88.54
14.70
0.17

mean
84.59
74.70
84.49
61.68
60.03

Disk [%]
std
16.80
32.05
23.71
21.25
24.22

File
mean
43.19
40.26
51.26
50.64
41.98

CoV
0.69
1.42
0.98
0.87
0.56

that the main metric that is available (either directly or after
trace manipulation) is the utilization of different resources, i.e.,
CPU, memory, disk and file system. CPU utilization describes
the amount of time CPU is actively used; whereas we derive
the space utilization of memory, disk, and file systems from
raw data. As for their run time activities, we only present the
max-min CPU utilization and memory paging rates.
Despite these limitations, the data presented here can well
represent the performance characteristics in today’s data centers. Our in-depth characterization on individual resource can
be directly used for resource centric studies, e.g., optimization
and design for particular resources at daycenters. The dependency across resources is central for multi-resource provisioning and capacity planning for entire data centers. All in all,
such information can be used to guide the parameterizations
of simulation studies such that the workloads and scenarios
are realistic and relevant.
The summary of our contributions and outline of this work
are as follows. Section II gives a more in depth description of
the server population and collected data, whereas Section III,
provides the main results on the typical server workloads in
data centers. In particular:
•

•

•

•

We present characteristics of main resources in an independent fashiong, i.e., mean, standard deviation, and
empirical distribution of CPU, memory, disk, and file
system utilization, across all servers and by enterprise
(Section III-A).
We present the temporal variability of CPU utilization
across servers, i.e., standard deviation and different of
max and min of CPU utilization in a day. Using elementary fitting, we conclude that surprisingly, a simple
truncated exponential distribution can well capture the
temporal variability of fine-grained CPU utilization (Section III-B).
We present the maximum and median memory paging
rate [KB/s] across all servers. We found that roughly 20
percent of servers experience a noticeable paging rate for
a short period of time and that the majority of servers
have negligible paging activities for most of the time
(Section III-C).
We present the correlations of the resource utilizations,
again across all servers and by enterprise. We found that
CPU, memory, and disk are moderately and positively

CoV
0.20
0.43
0.28
0.34
0.40

system [%]
std
CoV
15.86
0.37
23.63
0.59
22.10
0.43
14.89
0.29
17.32
0.41

correlated, whereas disk and memory are negatively correlated (Section IV).
The study presented here compliments and integrates our
previous studies by adding the statistical characterization of
real workloads found inside today’s production data centers.
Our findings can be used for better parameterization of data
center simulation and prototype studies by showing how
empirical workloads truly look like.
II. DATA S TATISTICS
The study covers large population of servers comprising several thousands heterogeneous servers located at in-production
data centers over a time period of two full years: from June
2009 till May 2011. The servers are located all over the world
covering a wide range of countries, including developed and
developing ones.
These systems are used by different industries, including
banking, pharmaceutical, IT, consulting, and retail, and are
based on various UNIX-like operating systems, i.e., AIX, HPUX, Linux, and Solaris. In summary, our collected samples
contain a huge number of representative server statistics reflecting the current practice of resource management in data
centers.
In particular, we collect resource utilization values, e.g.
the CPU and disk, for their multiple implications of current
data center performance. Intuitively, resource utilization values
show the efficient use of resources in data center servers.
Secondly, resource utilization values can be viewed as the work
load on the different resources. Finally, the trend of utilization
values indicate the growth of demand and supply of resources
in data centers. Since utilization values are normalized, it eases
comparisons across different servers. Moreover, the utilization
values are used as workload inputs to evaluate various power
management and capacity planning in data centers [7], [14],
[17]
We consider four main physical resources per server: CPU,
memory, disk, and the file system. A server can have multiple
disks and the disk utilization is the total over all the attached
disks. The file system includes both local and remote data
storage, which can be on the media of disks and memory.
Similar to the disk, when there are multiple file systems, the
utilization is taken from the total of all file systems. The CPU
utilization is defined by the percentage of time the CPU is

100
Memory [%]

active over an observation period (we use 1 and 15 minutes as
base periods); whereas utilization values of memory, disk, and
file system are defined by the volume usage, i.e., used space
divided by the total available space. The average utilization
values over base periods are collected via prevailing vmstat,
iostat and df utilities (or other equivalent tools) and stored in
a round-robin like database so that the space footprint of the
database (per server) is constant. Essentially, older data points
are aggregated over larger time periods, i.e., days, weeks and
months. Recent data is available at a higher time resolution
than older data. In particular we consider monthly data from
June 2009 to May 2011, and daily data for May 2011.
Note that all selected servers have all the data points in
the observation period in order to consider a constant server
population. As such, we can rule out the explanations of
presented data, due to the fluctuation of adding or removing
servers. Most of our analysis here is based on the monthly
average resource utilizations over a two years span, computed
from data points of a 15 minutes long base period. We also
present daily and weekly in some of the subsections, based on
15 minutes base values.
We present an overview of the data set in Table I. This table
summarizes the statistics of both the complete population of
servers and by different a set of different enterprises. Due to
lack of space, we only present detailed data for five enterprises.
We anonymize and refer to those as enterprise 1 to 5. Note
that this subset however still covers different industries.
Contrary to our previous works, in the following we adopt
the perspective of server workload diversity to analyze the
data set. We aim to study and quantify the diversity of
server workloads, i.e., how server workloads at different data
centers vary. We capture the statistics of individual resource
demands of servers, i.e., distributions of average resource
utilizations and workload variations, across all servers, and
over the entire observation period. In addition to in-depth
analysis on each resource type conducted in an independent
manner, we quantify the dependency among resources. We
also analyze how the general distributions compare with the
distributions of specific servers (greater than 100 servers)
from five different enterprises. Finally, we capture the time
variability of CPU workloads and memory paging actives pat
a minute granularity. Future data centers can leverage this
analysis as a base line of workloads for their system design and
resource management, via mathematical models, simulation,
emulation, prototyping, and implementation.
To ease readability, we first introduce some notation used
in this study. Let Ui,j (t) denote the utilization of resource i
at server j during time t. We use the convention that i is
subscript for resources, i = {c, m, d, f }, j is the subscript for
server, j = {1 . . . J}, and t is the index for the time window
defined in units of months, weeks, or days, t = {1 . . . T }. We
specifically compute the following statistics:
• Ui,j : the mean utilization of resource i at server j over
all time windows t.
• µi : the mean utilization of resource i over all servers, i.e.,
the mean of all Ui,j .
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Fig. 1. Mean CPU, memory, and file system utilization of all servers (Ui,j ).

III. I NDEPENDENT V IEW

ON

R ESOURCE U SAGES

To characterize the data center workloads on all resources,
we start from simple visual analysis. We present the mean
CPU, memory, and file system utilization values Ui,j of
all servers in Figure 1. Clearly, servers appear very diverse
in terms of resource utilizations, although some clustering
behavior is observed. As indicated by the large number of
points along the north west edge in Figure 1, there is a
significant number of systems with memory that is more than
80% utilized.
We list in Table I the mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation (CoV) of the mean resource utilizations
Ui,j over all servers and by different enterprises. The average
values indicate the typical resource workloads running on today’s servers: CPU, memory, disk, and file system have mean
utilization values at 17.76%, 77.93%, 75.28%, and 45.17%
respectively. We observe that all resources have relatively low
standard deviation compared to the mean value as reflected
also in the CoV. This can be partially explained by the bounded
utilization values, i.e., 0 − 100%. In general the degree of
diversity in server resource utilizations is rather low.
Clearly, the average CPU utilization is low for most. However one has to keep in mind that this data is averaged over
the entire observation period and therefore CPU utilization
peaks are hidden. In contrast to the CPU, disk and memory
are both highly utilized. The high disk utilization can be
easily explained by the definition, i.e., usage of allocated disk
spaces, while high memory values by the fact that some OS,
e.g., Linux and AIX, use memory as cache to speed up IO
operations. The file system is moderately utilized leaving space
to store new data. Due to the fact that CPU utilization is
defined by the percentage of ”active” time, one can expect
CPU utilization of a server to be the most varying, compared
to other resources. Consequently, the CPU has the highest CoV
values (∼ 1), while the most homogeneous resources in terms
of usage are memory and disk (CoV ∼ 0.3) with the file
system somewhere in between (CoV ∼ 0.4). In the following
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subsections, we further focus on CPU variability, presenting
results using finer time granularities and/or on smaller sets of
servers.
In summary, statistics listed in Table I provide an overview
of the server workload at data centers. Essentially, a typical
server workload has rather low and varying CPU utilization,
medium loaded file systems, and very highly utilized memory and disk. Such information could be used as the basis
for designing resource management strategies and workload
benchmarks.
A. Individual Resource Utilization Distributions across
Servers
To give more in depth information, we use first and second
moment analysis and obtain an empirical distribution. We plot
the cumulative density function (CDF) of mean utilizations
of each resource, µi , over all servers in Figure 2. Additionally, we fit the empirical distributions with known statistical
distributions:
• CPU can be approximated with a truncated exponential
distribution with µ = 17.64.
• Memory can be approximated with a generalized extreme
value distribution with k = −1.14, σ = 27.85, and µ =
75.66.
• Disk can also be approximated by a generalized extreme
value distribution with k = −1.22, σ = 25.83, and µ =
78.87.
• File system fits quite well to a Weibull distribution with
a = 50.74 and b = 2.51.
Overall, we observe that it is nearly trivial to find a statistical
distribution that fits the empirical distribution of CPU and file
system with negligible errors. Fitting memory and disk data
into distributions results is more challenging, since both have a

significant number of data points near 100% which are difficult
to capture well.
Results in Figure 2 can be used for for workload verification
of large scale studies, such as those that focus on cloud data
centers. One can use these results to calibrate simulation,
prototyping, and benchmarking. To further clarify how representative the empirical distributions across all servers are, we
further analyze resource usage variability across severs that
serve five different enterprises.
We select five enterprises, anonymized by Enterprise 15, each of which are in different industries, e.g., banking,
communication, e-business, production, and telecommunication, and use more than 100 servers each. Furthermore, we
use finer-grained statistics, i.e., Ui,j is computed from the
weekly average over a year span. Our aim here is to validate the fitted resource distributions derived from a much
larger server population, when applying to a small number
of servers that serve a specific enterprise. In Figure 3 (a)(d), we summarize the empirical CDFs of those selected
enterprises. For all enterprises, one can see that CDFs of
memory and file system are very closed to the CDFs computed
from all servers, i.e., the fitted distributions are roughly the
same with different parameters.1 However, the differences in
empirical CDFs of CPU utilization are more pronounced. The
variability of CPU utilization across servers in Enterprises 2-4
can be well explained by exponential distributions; whereas
the empirical CDF of Enterprise 1 and 5 can be fitted by
a Weibull distribution. One can easily see that average CPU
loads on Enterprise 1 and 5 are much higher.

1 For

the sake of clarity, we do not present fitted data on this graph.
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Fig. 4. CDF of CPU utilization standard deviation over different days based
on minute utilization data.

B. Temporal Variability of CPU Utilization
The Ui,j presented previously aggregates over all the servers
and thus overlooks the temporal variabilities of resources. Such
an effect is negligible for the disk, memory, and file system
utilizations which represent rather static space demands. In
comparison, the CPU utilization is a measure of activity and
thus temporal variability is crucial in evaluating workloads
[7]. Here, we take a micro approach to characterize the server
diversity in terms of temporal variability. Between May 1
and May 7 2011, we collect the CPU utilization at time
granularities of a minute.
1) Standard Deviation of CPU Utilization: From the
minute data we compute for each server the standard deviation over the entire day in order to quantify the utilization
variability per day. We then plot the empirical CDFs of the
standard deviations across servers in Figure 4. One can see
that the CDFs of week days overlap with each other, so do
the weekend days and the difference between the two groups
is quite small. Moreover we can fit the data reasonably well
with an exponential distribution. We use parameters µ = 8.75,
µ = 8.98, and µ = 8.16, for all, week, and weekend
days, respectively. On the average, the variability of CPU
utilization during the weekend is lower than during the week.
It is a welcome surprise that an exponential distribution can
capture the CPU variability across servers. Combining with
the analysis in Section III-A, we conclude that a typical data
center server has both average CPU utilization and temporal
standard deviation of CPU utilization following exponential
distributions with mean µ = 17.64 and µ = 8.75 respectively.
One can refer to this data to validate large scale data center
studies.
2) CPU Temporal Minimum, Median, and Maximum: One
common practice of system resource provisioning is based on
the the peak usage [19], especially CPU. Therefor, we extend
the study of the minute data also to the minimum, median,
and maximum CPU utilization per day. More in particular, we
compute for each server the 5th , 50th , and 95th percentile of
the CPU utilization distribution per day, and use them as a

representation of the minimum, median and maximum CPU
utilization of a server. We chose the 5th and 95th percentile,
instead of the 0th and 100th percentile to allow a margin for
the outliers.
We plot the CDFs of minimum, median, and maximum
CPU utilizations in Figure 5. In Section III-B1, we already
hinted to the fact that the CPU utilization distributions over
week days and weekend days are very similar. We observed
the same overlap also for CDFs of the minimum, median
and maximum CPU utilizations. Hence for space reasons, we
plot only the distributions related to Sunday May 1st, 2011
(green/light lines) and Wednesday May 4th, 2011 (pink/dark
lines) representing respectively a weekend day and a week day.
The steeper the lines, the more the servers are concentrated
towards low CPU utilization values, whereas the flatter the
lines the more the servers are concentrated towards high CPU
utilization values. One can expect that the minimum utilization
CDF lines to be higher the the median utilization CDF lines
which in turn to be higher then the maximum utilization CDF
lines.
In Figure 5(a), we plot the CDFs based on all servers. The
differences between a weekday and weekend day grows with
the percentile. For the min CDF, the difference is negligible,
whereas the difference is most noticeable for the CDF of
maximum. Also in agreement with the previous results, week
day samples are more spread out then weekend days. The
minimum CPU utilization is concentrated towards the 0 value.
Specifically, one can see that roughly 37 percent of servers
have minimum CPU utilization values less then 1%, and still
another roughly 73 percent of servers have minimum CPU
utilization values between 1% and 10%. Similarly from the
median CPU utilization, one can see that roughly 80 percent of
servers have their medium CPU utilization values between 0%
and 30%, i.e. half of the time a majority of servers have their
CPU utilization between 0% and 30%. Such an observation
matches with the previous analysis listed in Table I that the
majority of servers are under-utilized.
However, from the maximum CPU utilizations, one can
observe that servers indeed have some high CPU utilization
values. One can see that more than 15 percent of servers
have their maximum CPU utilization higher than 80%. In
other words, there is a non-negligible share of servers that
have a high peak load. Combining with the observation from
minimum and median CDF, we further infer that there is a big
gap between peak and off-peak CPU usage. As such, when
systems are built to satisfy peak loads, the resources tend to
be over-provisioned. A qualitative idea is given by the distance
between the CDF lines. The closer the lines the smaller the
gap, the further the lines the bigger the gap. To give a more
precise idea of this gap we plot in Figure 6 the PDF of the
difference between the per day minimum and maximum CPU
utilization across all servers. The PDF appears similar to the
uniform distribution and implies it is very difficult to have
good prediction on the max and min CPU loads.
Finally we present the same CDFs for Enterprise 1 and 2 in
Figure 5(b) and 5(c) to show how well/bad the overall picture
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can match the global statistics. Enterprise 1 has higher CPU
workloads, as indicated by the flatter initial slopes of the CDF
lines, whereas Enterprise 2 has a lower CPU workloads, as
indicate by the steep initial slopes of the CDF lines. For a given
percentile CDF, the difference between week days (supposedly
high load) and weekend days (supposedly low load) is bigger
for an individual enterprise than for all servers. This can be
explained by the smoothing effect due to aggregating of a
larger number of servers.

Our aim here is to show how servers use memory within a
day and quantify the memory variability across time and across
servers. As such, we present fine-grained memory related
statistics in terms of space utilization and paging activities.
Similarly to Section III-B we collect the per minute memory
statistics on Sunday May 1, 2011 and Wednesday May 4, 2011
and compute the empirical CDFs of the minimum, median, and
maximum.
1) Memory Space Utilization: In Figure 7(a), we first
present the empirical CDFs of the space memory utilization of
all servers. All CDFs have similar shapes and the differences
among a weekday and weekend is negligible. Moreover as
indicated by how close the lines are, the differences among
minimum, median and maximum memory utilization values
are quite small compared to the CPU utilization in Figure
5(a). Both indicate that the memory usage of a server indeed
varies somewhat, but overall it is quite static across time.
2) Memory Paging Rate: Memory space utilization provides only a partial information regarding to the memory performance. In addition to memory usage statistics, we present
the memory paging activity in KB/s which can be a good
indicator of memory related problems. We express this as the
sum of the page-in and page-out rates as reported by vmstat.
We plot the CDFs of the memory paging rates across all
servers in Figure 7(b) (maximum) and 7(c) (median). We skip
the minimum since it is always very close to zero. Due to the
long tails of the distributions, we add small inset boxes with

50

a bigger scale.
One can see that the paging rate on Wednesday is slightly
higher than Sunday, as indicated by the lower CDF lines
of max and median. For the max paging rates, roughly
30 percentage of servers have values at zero. This implies
that roughly 30 percent of servers have no paging activities.
Moreover, roughly 50 percent of servers have their maximum
paging rate ranging between 0 to 2000KB/s. However the
distribution clearly shows a long tail and a 20 percent of
servers have the maximum paging rates ranging up to 40000
KB/s or even beyond, as indicated by the small box in Figure
7(b).
Switching to Figure 7(c), one can see that a 70 percent of
servers have their median paging rate at zero. It implies that
70 percent of servers have no paging activities for half of the
time. And 20 percent of servers have their median paging rates
up to 10KB/s, which is a fairly low value. In other words,
roughly 90 percent of servers has negligible paging activities
for half of their execution. We conclude that most of servers
do not suffer from the paging activities for most of their time,
and 20 percent of servers experience a non-negligible paging
activities for a very small fraction of execution time.
IV. D EPENDENCY AMONG R ESOURCES
In this section, we aim to capture the dependency of
resources, by the correlation coefficient between different
resources, based on monthly utilization, for each server. Essentially, one server has correlation coefficients for 6 pairs,
computed from time series of 24 months. We summarize
results in Figure 8, where each bar records three values
corresponding to 10th , 50th , and 90th percentile across all
servers. In general all resources are correlated with absolute
coefficient values between 0.26 and 0.1 for the monthly data.
As the highest correlations are between CPU/memory and
CPU/file system, one expects them to depend on each other,
i.e., resource demands have similar peaks and dips. It is
surprising to observe that the file system is more correlated
with the memory than with the disk, and that the disk is only
moderately correlated with CPU and file system. Disk appears
to be the least correlated with other resources. Furthermore,
all server resources are positively correlated, except memory
and disk. The negative correlation between memory and disk
suggests that servers with a high memory utilization probably
have a low disk space and vice versa. The correlation coefficients computed over the weekly and daily data follow the
same trends with similar absolute values for the weekly data
and smaller absolute values for the daily data. Due to the lack
of space, we omit correlation coefficient figures of weekly and
daily data.
Typically, a negative correlation indicates a potential benefit
of consolidation as the peak-times and off-times of resources
of server utilizations are different. Resource management factoring on the negative dependency among resources can reach
a more effective and economical operation in data centers,
e.g., virtual machine consolidation [14]. On the contrary, the
positive correlation implies that the correlated resources can be
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Fig. 8. Correlation coefficients between CPU (C), memory (M), disk (D),
and file system (F) on all servers.

bundled together for capacity planning. Moreover, neglecting
the positive dependency easily leads to under provisioning of
resources. From our correlation analysis, we conclude that
resource demands of CPU, memory, and file system at typical
data centers are dependent on each other with correlation
coefficients around 0.25, while disk can be approximately
analyzed as an independent resource.
A. Resource Dependency on Selected Enterprise
To better present and validate the correlation coefficients
among resources over a closely ”related” set of servers, we
again select from our trace data those that correspond to the
five enterprises presented in Figure 3. To enhance the readability, we only present the medium value for each enterprise. We
assume that the servers in each enterprise tend to be similar in
terms of workload characteristics. In Figure 9, we compute the
correlation coefficients among resources for each enterprise.
On on hand, one can see that Enterprise 1 and 2 have
very similar correlation coefficients among resources as the
ones computed from the all servers, except of the coefficient
between memory and disk utilization. In general, the negative
correlation shown in Figure 8 only appears on Enterprise 3.
On the other hand, Enterprise 4 and 5 have quite different
correlation coefficient values from Figure 8. Enterprise 4 even
has negative correlation between (1) disk and file system and
(2) disk and CPUs. Combining results based on all servers and
enterprise servers, we conclude that the correlation coefficient
analysis based on all server is valid for some servers in a
particular enterprise, but the correlation among memory and
disk can be very different or unpredictable.
B. Resource Dependency over Time
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To better illustrate how the dependency change across
time, we expand the correlation presented in Fig. 8 into 24
months long time series. Fig. 10 summarizes time series
of six pairs of correlation coefficients, whose values are
at the similar range as Fig. 8. This indicates that resource

Ent 1
Ent 2

Ent 3
Ent 4

Ent 5

We also provide in-depth study on temporal variability of
CPU utilizations and memory paging activities in a minutewise granularity. In addition to an aggregated analysis over
the entire server population, we applied analysis on selected
enterpises in different industries and highlight the need and
potential of different resource management strategies. In summary, our analysis on the diversity of servers provides a basis
for the development of resource management in data centers.
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Fig. 9. Correlation coefficients between CPU (C), memory (M) (M), disk
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dependency is rather stable across time with mild fluctuation
and trends. For example, the dependency between CPU and
memory appears slightly stronger, indicated by higher values
of correlation coefficients; whereas the dependencies of file
system, CPU, and memory are slightly weaker. The increasing
dependency of CPU and memory can be explained by that
today’s applications hosted on data centers tend to occupy
those two resources simultaneously. On the other hand, the
decreasing dependency of file system on CPU and memory
could attributed to increasing adaptation of distributed file
systems. The negative dependency of memory and disk remain
fairly constant, showing that servers uses these two resources
in a similar fashion over the years. Overall, we observe
that resource dependency is rather time-varying and values
captured in Fig. 8 are suitable for short-term as well as longterm resource planning.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we surveyed over a period of two years,
several thousand servers located at different data centers.
Using utilization statistics of CPU, memory, disk and file
systems, we characterize the typical server workloads, correlation of resource demands, and the diversity across servers.
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